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Context: Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a branch of artificial intelligence that extracts
information from language. In the field of software engineering, NLP has been employed to
extract key information from free-form text, to generate models from the analysis of text or to
categorize code changes according to their commit messages. In literature, most of the approaches
NLP-based focused on the impact of code changes on program execution or software architecture.
Objective: In this study, we have applied NLP to code-change data to identify patterns of software
code modifications and used Machine Learning techniques to build a model that determines how
software has evolved over time and identifies area of code that presents problems.
Method: Considering that software projects use version control systems, such as github, to manage
their code, we have collected software information by using git commands. These data contain
different unstructured information about the various files in a project. Each modification entry
includes a message that explains the reasons for the change. According to the content of the
message, it is possible to identify key terms that can be used during the classification of the
entries.
Results: In this study, we have considered the change history of software available on github
to the High Energy Physics community. With the use of NLP techniques we have cleaned the
messages and extracted some key terms to categorize both software problems and some other
changes performed by developers, like the addition of a third party dependency or a script that
starts a given service. We have built a code change dictionary combining the terms already in
existing literature with the ones gathered directly from the software and its github repository.
Finally, we have applied some Machine Learning (ML) techniques to determine any connection
between code changes and software problems: we have removed redundant entries to avoid any
bias in the outcomes of the ML techniques.
Conclusion: We show in detail our approach adopted to construct historical code change datasets
of categorized commit messages by following a multi-label classification methodology. Our model
performance seems promising in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score.
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1. Introduction
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Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an area of artificial intelligence that uses computer
science to elaborate on human languages. NLP has been applied to many fields, such as text
classification and clustering, information retrieval, filtering and extraction, voice recognition, email
categorization and machine translation [1, 2]. Many NLP techniques have been employed to extract
key information from free-form text or to generate models from the analysis of text. They have also
been applied to categorize code changes according to their commit messages.
NLP can be applied to every phase of the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) that deals
with software development through the usage of tools, methods, processes and techniques [3]. NLP
has been proved to be useful when the artifacts of SDLC phase or activity are plain text [4]. NLP
has been applied to Software Engineering (SE) tasks in order conduct different activities, such as
the detection of developers’ emotions [5], the detection of the opinions of a software product [6],
the improvement of test case selection [7], code review [8], requirements engineering [9] and the
detection of error-prone software components [10].
Some NLP-based approaches have focused on code changes and their consequences in terms
of code review and mapping of bug reports to relevant files [11, 12]. Software systems are in
continuous evolution [13], their changes may be imposed by some modifications in requirements,
by the introduction of new features, by the resolution of bugs or by code refactoring; furthermore,
changes may occur both during the development and maintenance of a software systems. These
modifications contribute to increasing the complexity of a software system and can be the cause of
the introduction of new defects.
All the data produced over time by software projects are stored in different kinds of software
repositories. Version Control and Source Code Management System (SCM) repositories contain
all the changes to which the different source code files are subjected [14]. Github is the world’s
largest version control system and SCM system with more than 100 million publicly available
repositories [12]. Code constitutes only a small part of software repositories that usually include
issue descriptions, history of code changes with their comments, various logs an other unstructured
data. Mining Software Repositories (MSR) is the data-mining based activity that can provide new
insights about how software has been developed and maintained, and consequently limit its defect
proneness, improve maintainability reducing its change-proneness [15].
Change prediction is the field of software engineering responsible for identifying the software
modules more likely to be modified in the future, this help developers both for maintenance
operations and to monitor the complexity of source code [16]. Change prediction models represent
the most common way to determine change-prone software modules [17]. In this context, Machine
Learning (ML) techniques have been largely exploited to relate a set of independent variables
extracted from code repositories to a dependent variable i.e. the change-proneness of a module [18].
ML approaches employed in previous literature show their general effectiveness, however, it has
been noticed that they produce different results according to the different ML techniques [16]. In
our work, we have used ML techniques both for clustering and classification activities.
Commit messages represent the natural description of software changes: developers usually
upload code to a version control system together with a short commit message that explains the
purpose of the change. Commit messages are important because they help to understand the reason
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RQ1: What has been the impact on NLP techniques for the construction of our dictionary and the
feature definition?
RQ2: Is the constructed dataset suitable for code-change prediction?
RQ3: Which ML algorithms or algorithm family perform the best in code-change prediction?
In the following part of the paper, we start by describing previous literature on similar studies
in section 2. We detail our approach in section 3. In section 4 we display our results and finally in
section 5 we draw our conclusions.

2. Related work
In previous literature, there have been other studies that have tackled the issue of categorizing
commit messages into their respective categories with the aim of identifying existing key words or,
as in our research, applying ML techniques on their features.
Mondal et al. [22] explored the relation between free-form natural language text (e.g. developers’ communication and commit messages) and automated architectural change analysis. The
authors’ approach is based on different kinds of natural language text and employs the tf-idf and
term-graphs techniques to detect change related samples, achieving satisfactory results (i.e., 61%
F1-score). As regards the classification of architectural changes their results are limited.
Sarwar et al. [12] proposed a transformer-based neural network to address multi-label commit
message classification problem. The obtained model achievied a F1-score of 87% and out-performed
previous commit message classification approaches.
Levin et al. [23] introduced a novel method for the automatic classification of commit messages
into maintenance activities by using source code changes. The method reached a promising accuracy
result of 76% and Cohen’s kappa of 63% for the test dataset.
3
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behind a software change, contributing to monitoring the evolution of a software project [19].
However, time may affect negatively many types of documentation, including commit messages [20, 21]. These issues lead to commit messages that are insufficient, inconsistent with the
projects updates or they may include informal languages. In addition, one commit message may
include more than one update [5]. Many previous approaches in literature assumed that one commit
message could be associated with only one label, on the contrary, developers often perform more
tasks in a single commit [12].
In this study, we aim at building a historical code change dataset composed of commit messages
classified according to their types of changes and corrections. On the dataset, systematic queries
can be executed to show the evolution of a software project. In addition, we will follow a multi-label
classification approach, i.e. a commit message can be associated with more than one class label.
Our final goal is to provide developers - in the High Energy Physics (HEP) context - with a
tool for the automatic classification of commit messages. We believe our tool would be helpful
to monitor development and maintenance activities at any point in time and to improve software
development practice.
In order to highlight the main parts of our research we would like to answer the following
research questions:
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3. Approach
In this section, we outline the followed approach to extract information from code-change
version control data. First, we briefly introduce the overall framework, and later we describe the
various steps that characterize our approach.
Figure 1 shows the workflow we have followed to perform our work. It contains six steps,
including: dataset construction based on information available on github, data preprocessing to clean
messages and remove unuseful terms, feature extraction, clustering with unsupervised techniques,
classification, model training to predict code change proneness and performance evaluation. The
first three steps are those that require experts revision and where we have dedicated almost 90% of
our time.
3.1 Dataset construction
We first identified a set of software projects from the high energy physics domain (see Table 1)
available on the github repository [15]. So far we have selected 167 projects. Table 1 shows the
projects involved in our study: from ALISW 1 we have extracted 102 projects, from LHCB 2 107
projects, from CMS-SW 3, 41 projects, from ROOT 4 and GEANT4 5 1 project.
To construct a set of datasets, we have collected all the commit messages available up to
November 2020 by using git log command. We have performed some data cleaning operations
by using python-based framework and R library and gathered some messages statistics per project
1https://github.com/alisw
2https://github.com/lhcb
3https://github.com/cms-sw
4https://github.com/root-project/root
5https://github.com/Geant4/geant4
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Gharbi et al. [24] presented a multi-label active learning-based approach to address the problem
of the classification of commit messages. The authors’ results showed a good performance in terms
of F1-score with an average of 45.79%.
Mauczka et al. [25] aimed at surveying open source project contributors to classify their
changes through three different classification methods. The authors managed to build a dataset of
967 classified commits each enriched with meta-information on functional requirements if present.
Hindle et al. [26] focused on the automatic classification of large changes into various categories
of maintenance tasks using ML techniques. The authors started by manually classifying 1% of
commit messages and they employed them as training set of a ML classifier. The achieved accuracy
was around 35-70% in a single project, 52% in cross-project classification.
Fischer et al. [27] introduced a dataset composed of version and bug report data. The authors
showed some query examples about the software evolution analysis.
To the best of our knowledge, our study presents a novel approach based on a multi-label
classification methodology that enabled us to construct a historical change dataset composed of
commit messages; furthermore, we have applied these techniques on High Energy Physics software
projects. As shown in section 4 our outcomes are promising since the measured values of accuracy
metric is 95.8% and of F1-score is 95.6%.
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ALISW

LHCB

CMS-SW

ROOT

GEANT4

AliDPG
AliRoot
alidist
AliPhysics
AliGenerators
ali-bot
docks
dim
delphes
alibuild
pythia6
homebrew-system-deps
create-pull-request
arrow
RooUnfold
alisw.github.io

starterkit-lessons
starterkit-ci
glossary
analysis-essentials
starterkit
developkit-lessons
ostap-tutorials
DevelopKit
gitbook-plugin-panels
starterkit-receipts
bender-tutorials
Condorcet
second-analysis-steps
first-analysis-steps
opendata-project
plugin-codesnippet

cms-prs
cmssw
cms-sw.github.io
cmssw-config
cmssw-cfipython
cms-bot
cms-docker
genproductions
SCRAM
root
cmssdt-web
cmssdt-wiki
cmssw-wm-tools
cmssdt-ib
pkgtools
cmspkg

root

geant4

Table 1: Software Projects on GitHub.
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Figure 1: Approach workflow.
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and projects groups. In particular, we have considered: the total number of days which the messages
refer to, the number of authors involved in the operations, the total number of commits performed
by developers, the names of the modified files, the number of modified files, the number of authors
per commit; the range of project time period [start date, end date]. Figure 2 shows two different
statistics for the first 10 ALISW projects on github: on the left side there is the total number of
commits per project, on the right side there is the number of modified files per commit and per
project.
During these activities, we have also identified categories for each commit message according
to its type of change. We have extracted key terms from the various commit messages stored in the
git log files, introducing further categories with respect to existing taxonomy [28] that we have
considered too limiting according to the content of each file. Therefore, categories of changes have
also chosen in order to cover corrective activities performed by software developers. Figure 3 shows
some of the identified categories that we have used in the dataset (the terms in bold derive from
Hindle et al. [28]), such as installation that refers to changes that were required to improve software
installation, and cancellation that refers to changes that were required e.g. to remove piece of code,
files, piece of documentation. Figure 3 highlights commit messages’ key terms that belong to the
corrective category: crash considers changes that were performed to avoid a software application
to stop functioning correctly and exit; patch is a set of changes that was performed to update, fix
or improve part of a software. Some other commit messages’ key terms of the other categories are:
cancel, remove, drop and delete for the cancellation category; improvement, report error, hardcode,
clean and move for the improvement category.
3.2 Data preprocessing
The data preprocessing has implied the usage of NLP tools to clean the initial message and
identify potential features. Figure 4 shows the steps we have conducted: the tokenization activity
splits the message into words that have been spelled correctly; the filtering operation removes
stop words, punctuation, numbers, non-English words; the tagging phase keeps nouns, verbs and
adjectives; and the lemmatization process of such messages reduces the size of features’ matrix.
To reduce the size of the feature matrix we have applied the lemmatization method [29, 30] that is
the process of determining the lemma, i.e. the "dictionary form", of a given word where different
6
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Figure 2: Commit Messages Statistics.
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Figure 4: Preprocessing Phase.

inflected forms of a word are possible. For instance, the two forms of the word "added" and "adding"
can be reduced to the lemma "add".
During this phase we have interactively performed a manual check of the results obtained to
avoid removing useful terms.
3.3 Feature Extraction
At this stage we have first vectorized the features, putting 1 when the word is in the message, 0
otherwise. Secondly, we have weighted the various terms by employing the TF-IDF technique [31,
32] to trasform each input text into a numeric feature. TF-IDF is an information retrieval technique
used to evaluate how relevant a word (i.e. term) is to a document (commit message) in a collection of
7
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Figure 3: Categories of Changes: commit messages’ key terms for the corrective category.
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documents (log messages): the document is the commit message, while the collection of documents
is the log messages. Figure 5 details how the process of feature extraction works.
The calculation of TF-IDF = tf(𝑡, 𝑑) × idf(𝑡) uses two metrics:
TF tf(𝑡, 𝑑) is the term frequency (i.e. the number of times) of the term 𝑡 in a document 𝑑;
𝑁
IDF idf(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔( 1+ |𝑑 ∈𝐷:𝑡
∈𝑑 | ) is the inverse document frequency of the term 𝑡 across a set of
documents 𝐷: The number 1 is used when the term 𝑡 is not in the corpus; |{𝑑 ∈ 𝐷 : 𝑡 ∈ 𝑑}| is
the number of documents where the term 𝑡 appears and tf(𝑡, 𝑑) ≠ 0, 𝐷 is the set of documents
𝑑; 𝑁 is the number of documents in the corpus |𝐷|.

The higher the TF-IDF score, the more relevant that term is in that particular document. The
two blue cicles in Figure 5 highlight details about feature extraction phase. The row values in
the table show the TF-IDF score for the terms fix and generator: these two terms receive a low
document frequency in the whole collection of log messages.
3.4 Clustering
Based on the result obtained during the feature extraction, we have applied the 𝑘-means
clustering technique on feature matrix to identify clusters of commit messages and group the
commit messages into their categories. To determine the optimal number of clusters 𝑘, we have
applied the elbow method and silhouette score whose representation is shown in Figure 6 on the
top and bottom sides respectively.
The plots on the top side show the 𝑘 values based on the elbow method for the AliDPD and
alidist projects. The circles in Figure 6 highlight likely 𝑘 values: the selected value is obtained with
the elbow method whose result is shown by the vertical dot line. The reported score computes the
sum of the squared distances from each point to the assigned center.
The plots on the bottom side show the 𝑘 values based on the silhouette score for the AliDPD
and alidis projects. The selected value is obtained with the silhouette method whose result is shown
by the vertical dot line. The reported score considers the maximum curvature: in this case the score
is calculated by using the mean intra-cluster distance and the mean near-cluster distance.
8
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Figure 5: Feature Extraction with the TF-IDF technique.
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3.5 Model Evaluation
This phase involves the use of ML-based classification techniques on our training datasets.
The data obtained at the clustering step is split in training and testing datasets in order to build a
model that is able to identify how the different code-changes clusters together.
The evaluation of ML techniques’ has been measured by performance metrics’ values (such as
F1-score, precision and recall) as well as by the comparison between the classification obtained with
our model and the manually derived category. Our models were then employed to categorize other
entries (i.e. other commit messages). We have used the following ML algorithms: NaiveBayes,
NaiveBayesMultinomial, RandomForest and DecisionTree.
We have considered the whole code change datasets, composed of one dataset per project,
through the application of ML techniques. We have split all the datasets in two subsets, one for the
validation of our model and composed of the 30% of the entries, the other to perform the training
of the model and made up of the remaining 70% of the entries. We have compared the different
ML techniques through some performance metrics, such as:
• F1-score=2 ×
• precision =
• recall =

( 𝑝𝑟 𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛×𝑟 𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)
( 𝑝𝑟 𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑟 𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)

𝑡𝑝
𝑡 𝑝+ 𝑓 𝑝

𝑡𝑝
𝑡 𝑝+ 𝑓 𝑛

• accuracy = number of correct predictions/ total number of predictions
𝑡 𝑝 is the number of true positives classified by the model, 𝑓 𝑛 is the number of false negatives
classified by the model, 𝑓 𝑝 is the number of false positives classified by the model.
9
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Figure 6: Computing the number of cluster 𝑘 with the elbow method and the silhouette method.
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Project Name

#features without NLP

#features with NLP

feature reduction percentage

1660
974
2487
500
1382
405

351
411
483
160
321
177

78.9%
57.8%
80.6%
68.0%
76.8%
56.3%

1
2
3
4
5
6

ML Technique Name
Decision Tree
Multinomial naive Bayes
Naive Bayes
Random Forest

Accuracy

Recall

Precision

F1-score

0.958
0.596
0.548
0.910

0.977
0.790
0.760
0.938

0.958
0.596
0.548
0.910

0.957
0.506
0.519
0.908

Table 3: Comparison of the different ML techniques - average values are reported

F1-score determines the entries (e.g. modules or files associated to commit messages) that were
predicted as belonging to a particular cluster (a combination of types of changes and corrections).

4. Results
In this work, we have risen the following research questions.
RQ1: What has been the impact on NLP techniques for the construction of our dictionary and
feature definition? NLP techniques proved to have an important impact on our work as the number
of features have decreased compared to our initial study presented at IEEE NSS MIC 2020 (under
publication) [33] that was conducted without NLP. NLP has contributed to remove unimportant
and redundant words. Table 2 shows the different size features achieved by the two studies for six
projects, the one with NLP allowed to reduce the number of features of the model.
RQ2: Is the constructed database suitable for code-change prediction? Based on the F1-score
metric, our analysis shows that the dataset is a suitable input for code-change prediction models that
rely on ML techniques. Table 3 shows that F1-score reaches an average value up to 0.95660 that
can be considered a promising result.
In our initial study presented at IEEE NSS MIC 2020 (under publication) [33], the F1-score
reached values up to 0.8210 for the considered ML techniques (also listed in Table 3). In this study
the F1-score metric has improved. However, before making any conclusion we have to apply the
study to the whole projects and checking the correctness of the produced datasets.
RQ3: Which ML algorithms or algorithm family perform the best in code-change prediction?
Table 3 shows that Decision Tree and Random Forest have the highest average F1-score values in
the majority of the examined projects.
10
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Table 2: Comparison of size features with and without NLP
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Our research is the result of some choices we have made and that imply some threats to validity.
The first choice is to have considered only HEP projects stored in GitHub, this may have led to a
projects’ bias; the second threat concerns the programming language: the majority of the software
projects are written in C++, this may have affected the text of commit messages; the last threat is
due to the lack of a general agreement on how commit messages can be labeled if the labelling
process is performed by different researches. However, in order to overcome these limitations, we
have relied on peer-reviewing and on a partial automation of the process.

We have suggested a novel approach for building a historical code change dataset of categorized commit messages by following a multi-label classification approach. Our methodology is
composed of six steps: dataset construction, word preprocessing, feature extraction, clustering,
model evaluation and finally results.
The aim of this paper is twofold: firstly, we have built a dataset composed of structured commit
messages classified according to their types of change or correction where systematic queries can
be run; secondly, we have followed a multi-label classification approach which enable to categorize
one commit message to more than one class lable. In order to achieve our aims, we have created a
dictionary for labelling commit messages based on categories both derived from existing literature
and found in the analyzed commit messages. Our final objective is to provide developers with a tool
for the automatic classification of commit messages. We believe that our work may help monitoring
and improving both the development and maintenance processes of software projects.
In the future, we plan to extend our research by analysing the commit messages that have been
misclassified, we will include other commit messsages that might not be available in the current
datasets. Furthermore, we would like to incorporate developers’ community feedback to define
more suitable code change categories and finally we will aim at finilizing our tool for the automatic
classification of commit messages.
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